
DO THESE 5 THINGS EVERY DAY TO 
LOSE 5 LBS AND KEEP IT OFF!
The one question I get asked more than any other is, “How can I lose 5 lbs?”  
Even if you have been a serial dieter and don’t plan to get to the gym anytime 
soon, these very powerful habits will help you maintain a healthy weight.  
Best of all — they are FREE!

1. DRINK MORE WATER Staying well hydrated is helpful for maintaining a 
healthy body weight.
• Measure your water. A properly hydrated body needs between 70-130 oz daily.
• Start drinking water when you wake up. End the fast that occurs during sleep 

with 8-10 oz of room temperature water to re-hydrate and flush toxins.
• Sip throughout the day. Don’t drink all your water at one time.
• Don’t drink water or liquids during meals.

2. CHEW EACH BITE OF FOOD 20 TIMES Chewing starts the digestive process, 
allowing you to absorb more nutrients from your food and maintain a healthy weight.

3. STOP EATING WHEN YOU ARE 80% FULL Now that you are chewing your 
food 20 times, and not washing it down with liquids, you will be better able to 
tell when you are 80% full and STOP eating! You are full,  your body just hasn’t 
registered it yet.

4. ELIMINATE ARTIFICIAL SWEETENERS Artificial sweeteners are chemicals 
that signal your body it is consuming sugar, even though it is calorie free. It’s 
not the calories, it’s chemistry that matter. Artificial sweeteners signal the body 
to extract more calories from the food you eat, and store it as fat! They also 
create dangerous inflammation in the body. 

5. EAT MORE HEALTHY FAT, FIBER AND PROTEIN These three macro-nutrients 
help you stay fuller longer, and keep your brain happy. Eat a large first meal of 
the day, a nutritious filling lunch, and light dinner. Eat a largely plant-based diet 
with small amounts of animal protein. Your metabolic organs know how to do 
their jobs. Stop eating when you should be sleeping!

FOR MORE VISIT : THECULINARYCURE.COM

“You cannot control everything, 
but you can control what is on 

the end of your fork.”
Kristen Coffield 
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@KRISTENCOFFIELD

FACEBOOK.COM/GROUPS/THECULINARYCUREKRISTENCOFFIELD

PINTEREST.COM/KJCOFFIELD

KRISTEN COFFIELD

@KRISTENCOFFIELD

LINKEDIN.COM/IN/KRISTEN-COFFIELD-B4B488A

For Daily Tips and Motivation, Please Follow:

Work With Kristen!

AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL COACHING, CORPORATE WELLNESS,  
AND MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKING. CONTACT ME TO GET STARTED!

As Seen Monthly on ABC 7 News Channel 8’s ‘Good Morning Washington’

TEACHING PEOPLE TO HARNESS THE 
POWER AT THE END OF THEIR FORK
kristen.coffield@theculinarycure.com  |  theculinarycure.com
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